May 14th, 2020 - Felix Gonzalez Torres foundation is a section 501 c 3 charitable and educational organization and Andrea Rosen is the president of the Felix Gonzalez Torres Foundation.

versus the public domain like many artists of the 1980s

May 21st, 2020 - Precise understated simple pllicated the work of Felix Gonzalez Torres requires slow looking three concurrent exhibitions in New York, Milan and London each curated by Artists Julie Ault.

MAY 22ND, 2020 - Felix Gonzalez Torres was a Cuban born American artist known for his landmark installations that transform humble objects into solemn meditations on death and intimacy working during the height of the AIDS crisis he conveyed the loss of his partner Ross Laycock through a variety of emotionally charged objects such as strings of lightbulbs empty beds and burnt out candles.

MAY 23RD, 2020 - Between February 20 and March 18 Felix Gonzalez Torres s Untitled 1991 peppered the New York skyline on six billboards throughout Manhattan, Brooklyn and Queens with locations ranging from 10th Avenue near the Javits Center to the far corners of Brighton Beach. The work reached diverse populations and altered the associated media landscapes.


MAY 27TH, 2020 - Felix Gonzalez Torres s Untitled Placebo 1991 a monumental installation on loan from the museum of modern art New York features a single sculpture priced of 1200 pounds nearly 10,000 pieces of silver wrapped hard candy this exhibition presents in observance of world aids day December 1 and continues a 16 year tradition at the museum.

'felix gonzalez torres to hauser amp wirth london artnet news

Felix Gonzalez Torres Untitled Portrait Of Ross In L A 1991 Candies Individually Wrapped In Multicolor Cellophane Endless Supply Dimensions Vary With Installation Ideal Weight 175 Lbs Installation View The Art Institute Of Chicago Photo Cc By 2.0 By Mark6mauno Felix Gonzalez Torres Has Created Nineteen Candy Pieces Which.

FELIX GONZALEZ TORRES ARTNET


FELIX GONZALEZ TORRES REVIEW HOLDING A MIRROR UP TO LOVE

May 21st, 2020 - Precise understated simple pllicated the work of Felix Gonzalez Torres requires slow looking three concurrent exhibitions in New York, Milan and London each curated by artists Julie Ault.

'felix gonzalez torres artworks amp biography david zwirner

FELIX GONZALEZ TORRES AMERICAN ARTIST BRITANNICA

May 25th, 2020 - Felix Gonzalez Torres was a Cuban born American sculptor photographer and conceptual artist known for work in a variety of media that addresses issues of identity desire originality loss the metaphor of journey and the private versus the public domain like many artists of the 1980s.

About Felix Gonzalez Torres Foundation

May 14th, 2020 - The felix gonzalez torres foundation is a section 501 c 3 charitable and educational anization and Andrea Rosen is the president of the felix gonzalez torres foundation.
Gonzalez Torres artworks amp famous paintings theartstory

May 27th, 2020 - Gonzalez Torres encouraged museumgoers to take one of the photolithographs from the stack allowing for exhibitors to renew the stack as it was depleted again the artist played with the conventions of the boxy

Minimalist sculptures of Donald Judd and Carl Andre reworking their solid forms as a constantly changing cube

Felix Gonzalez Torres
May 9th, 2020 - Felix Gonzalez Torres Was Born in Guaimaro Cuba In 1957 And Grew Up There And In Puerto Rico Where He Attended The University of Puerto Rico In San Juan He Moved To New York City In 1979 And Graduated From Pratt Institute With A Degree In Photography In 1983

Felix Gonzalez Torres Foundation
May 21st, 2020 - The Felix Gonzalez Torres Foundation Was Established in 2002 By The Estate Of Felix Gonzalez Torres The Foundation Maintains, Builds And Facilitates Knowledge And Understanding Around The Work Of Gonzalez Torres

The partner of Gonzalez Torres known as Ross who passed away from AIDS complications in 1991

FELIX GONZALEZ TORRES MOMA
May 27th, 2020 - Artist Conceptual Artist Installation Artist Photographer Sculptor Felix Gonzalez Torres Felix Gonzalez Torres Felix Gonzalez Torres View The Full Getty Record Information From Getty's Union List Of Artist Names ULAN Made Available Under The ODC Attribution License Felix Gonzalez Torres 60 Artworks Bio Amp Shows On Artsy

May 25th, 2020 - Drawing from the traditions of minimalism and conceptual art, Felix Gonzalez Torres created installations and sculptures that function as personal and political meditations on private and public life often referred to as process art. Gonzalez Torres's work focused on ideas of formation and decay, he bined household and found objects that have the potential to change over time while also

Gonzalez Torres Encounters With Reality and Its Acknowledgement of Change

Ideal Weight 200 Kg 440 Lb Installation View Of Cady Noland Laurie Parsons And Felix Gonzalez Torres Musée D Art Moderne Et Contemporain MAMCO Geneva Switzerland 31 May 10 Sep 2017 Felix Gonzalez Torres Untitled Billboard Of An Empty Bed

He combined household and found objects that have the potential to change over time while also

The Felix Gonzalez Torres Foundation Was Established in 2002 By The Estate Of Felix Gonzalez Torres The Foundation Maintains, Builds And Facilitates Knowledge And Understanding Around The Work Of Gonzalez Torres

The Felix Gonzalez Torres Foundation Since Its Founding in 2002 Emilie Keldie Is The Director Of The Felix Gonzalez Torres Foundation Since 2014

FELIX GONZALEZ TORRES 1957 1996 TATE
May 17th, 2020 - Félix González Torres November 26 1957 January 9 1996 Was A Cuban Born American Visual Artist González Torres's Openly Gay Sexual Orientation Is Often Seen As Influential In His Work As An Artist González Torres Was Known For His Minimal Installations And Sculptures In Which He Used Materials Such As Strings Of


**'Felix Gonzalez Torres'**

February 17th, 2020 - Felix Gonzalez Torres, American 1957-1996 began his art studies at the University of Puerto Rico before moving to New York City in 1979 where he attended the Whitney Independent Study Program.

**'A Letter to Felix Gonzalez Torres'**

May 21st, 2020 - A letter to Felix Gonzalez Torres on the twenty second anniversary of the artist's death. Federico Florian writes to Felix Gonzalez Torres about love loss and piles of candies.

**'Felix Gonzalez Torres: SCAD Museum of Art'**

May 12th, 2020 - Felix Gonzalez Torres was born in Cuba in 1957 but spent the majority of his life in New York City. Before his death in 1996, he has been the subject of solo exhibitions at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum New York, the Sprengel Museum Hannover Germany, the Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide, and the Hamburger Bahnhof Museum für Gegenwart Berlin among others.

**'Felix Gonzalez Torres Exhibition Rockbund Art Museum'**

May 25th, 2020 - The Rockbund Art Museum is honored to present the first solo exhibition of the influential international artist Felix Gonzalez Torres, 1957-1996 in Greater China from September 30th to December 25th, 2016.

**'Visual Aids: Felix Gonzalez Torres'**

May 13th, 2020 - Felix Gonzalez Torres was born in Guáimaro, Cuba in 1957. He earned a BFA in photography from Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, New York in 1983. Printed Matter Inc. in New York hosted his first solo exhibition the following year.

**'Felix Gonzalez Torres: Artpace'**

May 21st, 2020 - Felix Gonzalez Torres is known for his minimal sculptures and installations that explore the poetic potential inherent in conceptual strategies remarkable for their clarity of message and their emotional power. His works are often activated by participatory actions that are like ripples on the surface of a still pond.

**'untitled portrait of ross in l a'**

May 21st, 2020 - Felix Gonzalez Torres produced work of unpromising beauty and simplicity transforming the everyday into profound meditations on love and loss. Untitled Portrait of Ross in L.A. consists of commercially available shiny wrapped confections.

**'I Accept Guggenheim'**

May 25th, 2020 - This spring the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum teamed with WNYC New York Public Radio to digitize a joint lecture series round and about the guggenheim.

**'New Felix Gonzalez Torres Show Respects to Coronavirus'**

May 5th, 2020 - Felix Gonzalez Torres' Untitled Fortune Cookie Corner 1990 Fortune cookies endless supply overall dimensions vary with installation original installation approximately 10,000 fortune.

**'Felix Gonzalez Torres: Hammer Museum'**

May 21st, 2020 - Felix Gonzalez Torres is known for his minimal sculptures and installations that explore the poetic potential inherent in conceptual strategies remarkable for their clarity of message and their emotional power. His works are often activated by participatory actions that are like ripples on the surface of a still pond.

**'Félix González Torres'**

May 26th, 2020 - Cependant dans ses œuvres, Félix González Torres bine subtilement expérience personnelle réflexion sur l'histoire de l'art et prises de position politiques ainsi il remet en question les théories de l'art minimal qui nient véhicule des symboles ou des métaphores par leurs travaux et lui préfère la neutralité.

**'Felix Gonzalez Torres Biography David Zwirner'**
May 18th, 2020 - Felix Gonzalez Torres was born in Guáimaro, Cuba on November 26, 1957. He referred to himself as American. He lived and worked in New York City between 1979 and 1995. Gonzalez Torres died in Miami on January 6, 1996 from AIDS-related causes.

Biography of Felix Gonzalez Torres (Widewalls)

May 25th, 2020 - Best known for his minimal installations and sculptures in which he used materials such as packaged hard candies, clocks, strings of light bulbs or stacks of paper, Felix Gonzalez Torres was an American artist born in Cuba. This magnificent subversion of everyday materials was used to express the intimacy in distance and distance in intimacy as a conjoined dynamic while it spoke tales of félix gonzález torres y su amor por un hombre arte arte.

May 23rd, 2020 - Un amigo cercano me introdujo por primera vez al trabajo de Félix González Torres e inevitablemente su obra se quedó conmigo. Pocas veces un artista se refugia en mi cabeza tan permanentemente regresando de vez en vez a dejarme una sensación de admiración profunda mezclada con melancolía. Félix González Torres 9783869309217 Storr

May 24th, 2020 - 5 out of 5 stars. All Felix Gonzalez Torres reviewed in the United States on July 11, 2009. This small book, incredibly well edited, is the perfect way to enter into the extremely poetic and conceptual universe of Felix Gonzalez Torres. Felix Gonzalez Torres Artnet Page 4

May 20th, 2020 - Felix Gonzalez Torres was a Cuban-born American artist known for his landmark installations that transform humble objects into solemn meditations on death and intimacy. Working during the height of the AIDS crisis, he conveyed the loss of his partner Ross Laycock through a variety of emotionally charged objects such as strings of lightbulbs, empty beds, and burnt-out candles.
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